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S Inskip Ladds drawings of the Abbey Site circa 1913 

Results Analysis 

The strongest of the low resistance linear 
anomalies (black) clearly show the outline of the 
cloistral garth and arcades, and walls of the 
calefactory (24) and monks' frater (25), whilst a 
very strong low resistance circular anomaly in the 
southwest quadrant of the inner garth is highly 
suggestive of the well (13) or lavarium. 

The strongest of the high resistance anomalies 
(white) are highly suggestive of collapsed building 
material in the calefactory (24), monks' frater (25), 
and kitchen (28), and also of collapsed building 
material of possible service buildings in the west 
precinct. 



 

Geophysical Survey 

Two geophysical surveys were undertaken on the 
Abbey site in 2016; the first in June (earth resistance 
and magnetometry) and the second in December 
(earth resistance). 

The principal purpose of these surveys was to 
determine the accuracy of drawings made by Inskip 
Ladds and whether they were influenced by his visit to 
Roche Abbey, and to locate buildings/functional 
spaces commonly expected to be present in the 
Cistercian abbey model but not included on the Inskip 
Ladds drawings. 

The survey grid consists of twenty-one 20x20m 
squares, resulting in a total survey area of 8,400m2.  
Squares G1-G9 were surveyed on 25 Jun 16, G10-
G18 on 26 Jun 16 and G19-G21 on 8 Dec 16. 

The survey was, in the main, successful, with the 
results showing clear archaeological anomalies that 
strongly indicate surviving features related to the garth 
and its arcades, a well in the garth (13), collatio (15), 
chapter house (16), monks' day-room (22), novices' 
day-room (23), calefactory (24), monks' frater (25) and 
kitchen (28).  Other spaces that archaeological 
anomalies are suggestive of are the sacristy (3), 
armarium (14), monks' auditorium (20), monks' 
passage (to the east precinct and infirmary) (21), lay 
brothers' auditorium (30), lay brothers' frater (31), lay 
brothers' passage (to the west precinct) (32), 
storeroom (33), monks' infirmary/abbots lodging/guest 
house and west precinct services. 

 

Results Interpretation 

On the results shown overleaf, archaeological 
anomalies represented by shades of black or very 
deep grey are known as low earth resistance and 
indicate a higher moister content in the anomaly than 
in the surrounding soils - these are indicative of pits, 
ditches, robbed-out wall cuts or pockets within 
collapsed building material; whereas those anomalies 
represented by shades of white or very light grey are 
known as high earth resistance and indicate a lower 
moister content in the anomaly than in the surrounding 
soils - these are indicative of stone, in-situ floor 
surfaces (tile, stone, compacted soils/clays/chalks) or 
collapsed building material. 

The above diagram is representative of the generic layout of a south facing cloistral complex.  Where possible 
Cistercian cloisters were south facing, particularly in north Europe, to take maximum advantage of the sun.  The 
Cloister was highly symbolic, at its heart was the garth - considered a heavenly paradise on earth and was maintained 
accordingly. 
 
The garth was generally square, those in England measuring between 80-120 feet.  Following the disappearance of 
lay brothers from Cistercian abbey communities, the west ranges were often re-modelled resulting in more rectangular 
garths. 
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GENERIC CLOISTER AND 
PRECINCT MODEL 

collatio - place for the evening ceremony of 'collation' 
calefactory - warming-house (common room) 
armarium - book cupboard 
auditorium - parlour 
frater - refectory 
lavarium - hand-washing 


